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About This Game

Delta Quadrant is a sci-fi turn-based strategy game with lite rogue-like elements. Destroy enemies to collect loot, gain
experience to level up and use skill points to become stronger. Intended as a fun little sci-fi title, not too hardcore or difficult.

Piloting a weak exploration ship, you are in search for a new homeworld for your people - that is, until you are lured into a trap
by the Dark Order. This has you end up deep in unknown enemy space, with no allies or friends. Alone.

Your attempt to escape will put you in the path of numerous enemies. Fight to survive, gain experience, level up and get
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improved weapons and equipment. You will die, but you will also get stronger!

As you gain experience and level up, your ship gets stronger (improved hull strength, bigger shield capacity and more powerful
engines), and you'll get skill points to help improve various aspects of your ship.

 Rogue-like

 Tiled Layout and Movement (think Chess)

 Turn-based Game Play

 Gain experience, level up, die, get stronger, start again. Rinse and repeat!

 Customization - choose your play style - defensive / aggressive / adaptive

 Defensive - Focus your skills on upgrading your shields. Assign power from your engines and weapons to your
shields. Even modify your ship's weapon hard points to allow for additional shield generators!

 Aggressive - Focus on POWER - take out the enemy before they get a chance to damage you! Divert more
power to weapons. Modify equipment hard points to mount even more weapons.

 Adaptive - Focus on energy transfer to easily adapt to the current circumstances. Divert all power to engines to
flee if you're in a tight spot OR divert all power to weapons for a quicker kill OR divert all power to shields to
outlast your enemi
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gt;The year is 2017
>President Donald J Trump is tweeting North Korea into possible annihilation
>US Military developing futuristic sci-fi military technology including hyper armor suits
>The North Koreans keep trying to stealthily try to develop something so revolutionary that the US has to stand down
>Nazi bunker discovered in Antarctica with possible alien technology, scientists and historians try to answer puzzling questions
>Repeated leaks that aliens are soon coming to land on Earth
>Crysis takes place in the year 2020
>Crysis was the game nobody could play because it was "too realistic" for graphics card

Now's your chance.. dont recommend. This game is way more wholesome than it has any right to be. From what I've seen so far,
the characters are surprisingly relatable in their personalities and their struggles (wacky visual novel hijinx aside). Overall,
playing through the novel has more often than not left me with a warm, fuzzy feeling; at least whenever it's not leaving me
rolling from laughter/embarrassment. Its delightful blend of light-hearted comedy and fanservice with seemingly heartfelt
commentary on the nature of friendships, relationships, and the idea of finding oneself; create a lovely product that I would
happily recommend to anyone who enjoys visual novels, or anyone who is looking for a longer visual novel to ease themselves
into the genre. I rate it a solid 8.5/10.. Unacceptable "DLC" pack. As someone who has put hundreds of hours into this game, it
goes without saying that I adore building parks. I am the kind of player who makes intricate buildings with hundreds of pieces,
spending hours on each one. For me this pack is a joke.

It adds numerous new building sets like "Bavarian" and "Classic" - these packs are INCOMPLETE, so much so its laughable.
They have maybe 5 different types of walls, but have NO roof pieces for these sets, meaning youll have to mismatch roof pieces
from other building themes that WONT look good, making the entire suite of building sets entirely useless.

 The "Victorian" set is even more of a joke, it has only a doorway wall piece and a couple window wall pieces. Not only does it
also lack a roof, but it doesnt even have plain walls which makes it another useless set. Unless you want to make some asinine
looking building with windows covering every square inch, you wont be able to use it. No wall add-ons either.

After you realize you wont feasibly be able to use these building packs in any cohesive or sane way, your left with a meager
TWO rides you can place. Thats it. For ten bucks I feel absolutely ripped off. Store description is intentionally misleading and
these morally bankrupt business practices disgust me quite frankly.. I liked the software at first but started having issues with
audio sync being off, and it would be okay if it was just out of sync but it is sections of audio that are behind; I'd have to cut and
sync audio after finding each section (and I have). Choose the Intel driver for recording, choose seperate audio streams. That
should help some. If they fix these issues the software will be great again. Until then I've moved on to OBS.. Really short, not
great. The writers tried to be funny and failed. Other dialogue is dreadfully mediocre and poor at best. There is very limited
strategy to the game. Most fights are really easy but a few are a bit rough if you tackle them too early unless you spent your
points in the right places. Usually I just buff the snot out of one stompy unit and focus attacks on one enemy unit at a time. I
also couldn't see the point in spending many stat points on defence since the faster I kill off one of the enemy's units the sooner
I'd win the fight. Focus on attack and spread those points around to several different damage types and you're guaranteed to hurt
anything you hit - even if only for a few points.

Even though it's not a great game something made me stick with it until I played the whole thing through. If you like card-based
RPG game mechanics, can put up with bad writing and a poor story line with "twists" you can see coming way before the game
"reveals" them, so-so graphics and generally a *meh* feeling all the way through you should buy this one. On sale. Like 80%
off. Or more. Yeah, can't recommend this - you've been warned.. Lots of WADs and shooting and... wait. I enjoy the art and
BGM, but the game mechanic still need improve. The overall gameplay is short, and you must notice the details, solve the
puzzles to get another ending. I think the purpose of this game is not just walkthrough, it seems have other meanings...
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Bought this hoping it would be like Ecco the dolphin - a cool rpg with magical elemetns where I control an animal. Fails to
capture ecco's magic though. The backgrounds and character designs are nice but the stiff paperdoll animation is off putting. It
looks like a flash game.

That would be ok if the platforming controls were better but platform jumping just feels awkward. I don't get a sensation that
my character is really there or really connecting with the enemies. Maybe its the fact that the characters and backgrounds dont
look like they belong in the same universe. Can't recommend.. Never really seems to work correctly. When using music you're
familiar with, the beats never seem to be in the place you think they should.

Otherwise, yet another score-chaser without any additional goals.. Simplistic, straightforward gameplay that rewards and
progresses based on your experimentality. Simply, you have resources that you put into "input machines" which become new
resources. These new resources mix in various combinations with other resources with the ultimate goal of creating weapons
which you can then sell. However, this isn't just about experimenting with resources, it's about efficiency and automation and
your ultimate goal is to have a fully functioning factory that requires very little input from the player. Slap on a slightly,
command and conquer-esque Soviet aesthetic and you have March of Industry.

Honestly, I find the core concepts to be a ton of fun and it's actually rather engaging and addicting trying to find new weapon
combinations but there is just not enough content here for any type of extended play. Graphically, it's your usual 16 bit,
pixelized look and the game becomes rather challenging rather quickly. Thankfully, the game isn't overly punishing and you
should be able to rectify any mistakes you make without too much fear of having to start over. Then again, if you make a lot of
mistakes then you've very little choice but to start your business all over again.

After extended playing, I've found there are a couple of negative issues. First, is the sound can get really annoying really
quickly. If you sell items one by one, you have the "narrator" looping so you'll probably end up turning the sound off altogether
anyway. Secondly, when resources get bunched up in your input machines, they get cluttered really badly and you have to select
the resources one by one... which is sort of a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 It'd be nice if the dev could add a
double click feature which lets you select all of one resource in a general area or something. The worst problem is an almost
complete lack of replayability. Sure you are suggested to restart your factories multiple times but what's the point? If I didn't
enjoy the core game concepts so much, this would almost be a complete deal breaker.

All in all, it's simple and it's fun. 9.99 isn't a bad price but for the current content, I'd like to see that price go down to about 4.99
or there to be some additional content because the current version of the game can be beat in only a few hours.. Slightly
recommended.

Gameplay Footage:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1NiZUTdeMBQ. Everything is cool - everything.. where is the licence key for the ferry
dlc

. Pros
-titute

Cons
-ider buying it

Intellectually arousing story, Hardcore narrative pacing, Double Penetration skills for high defense mobs, Eldritch horrors that
you can have meaningful relationships with, this game has it all. he MiG-28 (\u041c\u0438\u0413-28 in Cyrillic script) is a twin-
engine, single or two-seat fighter jet operated by Soviet bloc air forces. As seen in Top Gun, it uses wingtip-mounted Vympel
K-13 (NATO reporting name "AA-2 Atoll") missiles as its primary air to air weapon (the Atoll is a reverse-engineered version
of the AIM-9 Sidewinder). MiG is highly maneuverable, but somewhat slower than the F-14 Tomcat.

In the Opening scenes of Top Gun, Lt. Pete "Maverick" Mitchell and his wingman Cougar squared off against MiG-28s with no
NATO reporting name and of unspecified nationality. These were nothing more than actually American Northrop F-5s, painted
black for better visibility when filming and to show their ominous status. The nation that flew the MiG-28s was not specified
whatsoever in the film but assumed to be the Soviet Union or another Communist state. In the script, American pilots were
warned that the MiG-28 was armed with the AM 39 Exocet, a French-made Anti-ship Missile not found in the inventory of
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Soviet forces. In video games licensed from the films, the enemy planes are replaced with real Soviet aircraft, the MiG-29
"Fulcrum".. I like board games and strategy-style games so this is my kind of game. I enjoyed it enough to play for several
hours, and I'd recommend it.

It was easy to learn the basic mechanics. The differences between the levels due to the weighting changes mean each level feels
like a new game. I rarely achieved the high score star. Some were infuriating, with too few doses and massive growth rates. A
couple of levels are "science projects", where you score poorly if you eradicate early, and that is counter-intuitive. It's more like
you're meant to farm the bugs rather than eradicate them in those cases.

I haven't played with the custom level that lets you select your own weightings, but it's there.. This game is so bad I'm suprised it
hasnt been pulled from the store.

I bought it, its now hidden from my library and will stay that way.. Whoever made the sprites for this game needs to have an
anchor management meeting with his therapist

+chool
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